
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-7: /ī/ and /ō/

Spelling Words Review

throne

thrive

toaster

  frightening

poet

mileage

boast

recognize

oldest

lighten 

  throat

   mobile

tonight

stolen 

icicle   

grown

highway

whole

online

reply

 

sugar

crooked

bushel

Challenge

license 

exercise 

Answer the questions.

1.  In which syllable (first, second, or third) do you hear the /ī/ sound               ______________________
     in the word, icicle?                                          

2.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, recognize.                    ______________________  

           

3.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, online.                           ______________________

4.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, tonight.                         ______________________
            
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  the number of miles traveled                            _________________________

6.  a ceremonial chair used by a king, queen, or other royal figure           _________________________

7.  talk in a prideful or bragging manner                       _________________________

8.  a person who writes poems               _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    blomei    ___________________       hint: able to move around freely

10.  lwoeh        ___________________        hint: complete; lacking nothing
 
11.  prley          ___________________        hint: an answer or response

12.  vetrih         ___________________        hint: grow well; flourish 
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Name: _________________________________                                 List D-7:  /ī/ and /ō/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

toaster highway frightening grown 

stolen lighten throat oldest

13.  “Oh my! Look how much you've  ________________________!” Grandma said to Sydney.        

14.  Brielle didn't like the documentary her class watched about sharks.  She thought it was too

________________________.  

15.  When Brody had a sore  ________________________, his mom gave him a teaspoon of honey. 
 

16. Mrs. Kwon returned to the supermarket where she had left her purse, only to find that it had 

been  ________________________. 
  
17. Jaycee is the  ________________________  of his siblings.   

18. Chana put two pieces of bread in the  ________________________.   
 

20. How much quicker will we get there if we take the  ________________________  instead of the 

back roads?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is a unit of measurement?          __________________________
 

22. Identify the review word that is a sweet substance you use in        __________________________

baking.                

23. Which review word means the opposite of “straight”?          __________________________

24. Identify the challenge word that contains two syllables.          __________________________

25. Identify the challenge word that contains three syllables.          __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-7: /ī/ and /ō/

Spelling Words Review

throne

thrive

toaster

frightening

poet

mileage

boast

   recognize

   oldest

   lighten  

   throat

   mobile

   tonight

stolen

icicle 

grown

highway

whole

 online

 reply 

sugar

crooked

bushel

Challenge

license

exercise

Answer the questions.

1.  In which syllable (first, second, or third) do you hear the /ī/ sound               first syllable
     in the word, icicle?                                          

2.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, recognize.                    /ī/ sound           

           

3.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, online.                           /ī/ sound

4.  Identify the sound, /ī/ or /ō/, you hear in the word, tonight.     /ī/ sound
            
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  the number of miles traveled                            mileage

6.  a ceremonial chair used by a king, queen, or other royal figure           throne 

7.  talk in a prideful or bragging manner                       boast

8.  a person who writes poems               poet 
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    blomei    mobile        hint: able to move around freely  

10.  lwoeh        whole        hint: complete; lacking nothing
 
11.  prley          reply        hint: an answer or response

12.  vetrih         thrive        hint: grow well; flourish 
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Name: _________________________________                                 List D-7:  /ī/ and /ō/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

toaster highway frightening grown 

stolen lighten throat oldest

13.  “Oh my! Look how much you've grown!” Grandma said to Sydney.        

14.  Brielle didn't like the documentary her class watched about sharks.  She thought it was too

frightening.  

15.  When Brody had a sore throat, his mom gave him a teaspoon of honey.        
 

16. Mrs. Kwon returned to the supermarket where she had left her purse, only to find that it had 

been stolen. 
  
17. Jaycee is the oldest of his siblings.   

18. Chana put two pieces of bread in the toaster.   
 

20. How much quicker will we get there if we take the highway instead of the 

back roads?

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is a unit of measurement?          bushel
 

22. Identify the review word that is a sweet substance you use in        sugar

baking.                

23. Which review word means the opposite of “straight”?          crooked

24. Identify the challenge word that contains two syllables.          license 

25. Identify the challenge word that contains three syllables.          exercise 
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